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Azerbaijan said Tuesday it is
sending two new combat jets to
India to honour its "importance"
in the region, but it is not going
to sell arms to India. "We are
ready to make a further step in
the defence cooperation for
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further development, including
our latest strategic weapons. As
you know, we are considering
the possibility of sending
Azerbaijani Air Force aircraft
to India," President Ilham
Aliyev said at the meeting with
Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. "These planes are at the
stage of development, and the
technology is ready. We are
looking at the possibility of
sending the jets," he added.
India has been buying arms
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worth $2.5 billion from Russia,
while Azerbaijan is one of
India's major arms suppliers,
supplying about $2 billion worth
of arms to it. "Our defence
cooperation with India is
important to us. We are going to
continue the fruitful cooperation
in the defence sphere," Aliyev
said. India is one of the largest
investors in Azerbaijan and
works with two of its oil
companies and the Baku-Tbilisi-
Ceyhan pipeline. Aliyev, who
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has also met former French
President Francois Hollande,
added the "security situation in
the region is getting even more
difficult." "Every country,
including India and Azerbaijan,
has to take responsibility for the
security in
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A: The huawei Hisilicon
firmware writer cracked 188 has

been officially released. Link:
Q: Global function call from

ES6 code I have an ES6 class in
a file foo.js which is imported

into another file: import { foo }
from './foo.js'; Then in foo.js we

have some code that looks
something like this: class Bar {

static doSomething() { // do
something } static
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doOtherThing() { // do other
thing } // more code } export

default Bar; Then when I import
bar I would want to be able to
just do bar.doSomething(); as

opposed to having to do
bar.Bar.doSomething();. How do

I do this? A: You're probably
looking for a static method on

Bar. class Bar { static
doSomething() { // do

something } static
doOtherThing() { // do other
thing } // more code } export
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default Bar; Bar.doSomething();
// this Bar.doOtherThing(); //
and this Bar.doSomething();

Bar.doOtherThing(); Also, just
one note, while you don't

technically need a class here, it
does add a bit of structure and
separation from the underlying

implementation of Bar. So,
unless you've already decided to
use a class for something, you

may consider it. A: In your
instance it should just work. Just

do bar.doSomething(); and
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bar.doOtherThing(); A: Take a
look at They are accessed using:
Bar.doSomething(); What will

happen is that Bar.doSomething
3e33713323
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